
Hello Cadets!

Our Annual Ceremonial Review (ACR) is fast approaching, and as I mentioned, we are one of the few 
squadrons who are pioneering the virtual platform for such an event. Good Job 715! 

A couple of dates to remember:

 2 June 2020: This is our Virtual ACR “dress rehearsal”, in civilian attire. Male Cadets, this is a 
good opportunity to see if you can do something with your hair (I know that you can’t shave it 
all off like CI May…). At the dress rehearsal, we will have a practice run through the virtual ACR 
parade order. Though this will feel informal (as its something we’ve never attempted, there’s a 
lot of moving parts. Your going to see some of the behind the scene conversations that the 
Officers and Senior Cadets have when preparing for such an event. Good learning opportunity 
(hint hint 😉). You are also going to be given a copy of the parade order to reference (again, 
something that doesn’t usually happen).  During this parade, some ACR awards and promotions 
will be handed out, so family is welcome to attend. For this parade, log in NLT 1855hrs. The link 
can be found on the google classroom closer to the date. 

 9 June 2020: The Virtual ACR is happening tonight! Please wear your full uniform, including 
wedge. During this parade, the remaining ACR awards will be handed out, and the recognition of 
retiring cadets will happen. For this parade, log in NLT 1840hrs for attendance. The link can be 
found on the google classroom closer to the date. 

Also, find the following attached:

 715 Squadrons Virtual ACR Invitation
 Retiring Cadets Fact Sheet – This is for retiring cadets who are aging out, or cadets who are 

leaving us for post-secondary / military opportunities. Send the completed fact sheets to 
Captain Ohanian-May at deniseohanian@gmail.com NLT 2 June 2020 (before the rehearsal). 

 715 Virtual ACR 2020 – Parade Order: This is the sequence that we will be following for the 
ACR on 9 June. It will be slightly changed for the 2 June rehearsal to include promotions. 

Though being together would have been much better, having our meetings on Tuesday night, and 
engaging each other over social media has been a fun experience. Let’s end this year strong over the 
next few weeks. I’m proud of you all, and hope that you are staying safe. 

Captain Ohanian-May
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